From the mines of South Africa and all points across the United States and Canada, CM and Coffing Hoists Mining Products are proven to work in widest ranges of mining applications. From ratchet lever hoists to rigging equipment, each product is specially designed and built to exceed the rigorous demands of the mining industry.

PROVEN MINING PRODUCTS
ABOVE OR BELOW GROUND
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COFFING HOISTS

DISCOVER MORE AT WWW.CMWORKS.COM/MINING
COFFING LSB-M  THE EASIEST-TO-OPERATE RATCHET LEVER HOIST

The LSB-M Mining Lever Hoist has the easiest to operate free-chaining mode of any lever hoist. With features like zinc plated through-hardened load chain, special latches and hooks; the LSB-M is lightweight, durable and ideal for all types of mining applications.

CAPACITIES & LIFT
Rated loads of 3/4, 1 1/2 and 3 Tons, with 5, 10, 15 and 20 foot standard lifts.

STANDARD MINE-READY FEATURES
Zinc plated load chain, heavy duty forged hook latches, large hook openings, easy to grip chain end-stop, durable baked-on powder coat finish.

RUGGED & LIGHTWEIGHT
Impact resistant, stamped steel housing withstands rigorous use. Compact design is portable and easy to rig.

LOW HANDLE EFFORT
Double reduction gearing and short, cushioned-grip handle provide easy operation with minimal handle effort.

360º ROTATING HANDLE
Provides versatile in confined spaces.

POSITIVE LOAD CONTROL
Enclosed screw-and-disc type load brake stays clean and dry for positive load positioning.

OPTIONAL LOAD LIMITER
Alerts operator of possible overload by allowing the handle to rotate without lifting. The load limiter can be field-installed.

METRIC RATED   •   LIFETIME WARRANTY

COFFING LHH-M  THE MINE-READY HAND CHAIN HOIST

The LHH-M Mining Hand Chain Hoist comes standard with mine-ready features which include zinc plated through-hardened load chain, zinc plated hand chain, special latches and hooks. This steel framed hoist is compact and easy to operate for all types of mining applications.

CAPACITIES & LIFT
Rated loads from 1/2 to 3 Tons with standard lifts of 10, 15, and 20 feet. Up to 50 Tons available in standard LHH Models.

STANDARD MINE READY FEATURES
Zinc plated through-hardened load chain, zinc plated hand chain, heavy duty forged hook latches, large hook openings, durable baked-on powder coat finish.

COMPACT & LIGHTWEIGHT
Designed for portability and easy installation. Compact gear housing provides low headroom. Stamped steel housing withstands rugged conditions.

EASY TO OPERATE
Lubricated bearings and bushings, bearing-mounted pinions, and heat-treated spur gearing ensure smooth, efficient operation with minimal effort and chain overhaul.

SAFETY & LOAD CONTROL
Mechanical load brake engages instantly for precise load holding and positioning.

EASY TO MAINTAIN
Designed for easy inspection and maintenance. Hoist can be dismantled easily with simple hand tools.

METRIC RATED   •   LIFETIME WARRANTY

CM HURRICANE 360°  THE MOST VERSATILE HAND CHAIN HOIST

For the ultimate flexibility in a hand chain hoist, the CM Hurricane 360° is the choice for a wide range of applications. The patented hand chain cover rotates a full 360 degrees to allow loads to be lifted, pulled, or positioned from virtually any angle. Its double pawl design allows it to be used in the inverted position ideal for unique jobs in a mine environment.

CAPACITIES & LIFT
Rated loads from 1/2 to 10 Tons with standard lifts of 10, 15, 20 and 30 feet.

STANDARD MINE READY FEATURES
Large hook openings, heavy duty forged hook latches.

VERSATILE
• In tight spaces where a rigid handle lever hoist would be difficult to maneuver and operate.
• Operating from above the load being lifted.
• Drifting application where the hand chain angle adjusts throughout the operation.
• Allows operator to be a safe distance away from load.

SAFETY
Standard Load Limiter for simple, automatic overload protection.

TRUSTED RELIABILITY
Our Weston-Style Braking System provides positive load control & reliable performance. Minimal maintenance and easily disassembled with no special tools.

BUILT TO LAST
Gears and pinions are heat treated steel for high strength and long life. Precision 4-Pocket Liftwheel and Chain Guide provides better chain fit which reduces wear.

RUGGED TOUGHNESS
Powder Coated Finish for corrosion protection. Alloy hardened Steel Load Chain assures high strength and long wear life.

MEETS ASME B30.16 & EUROPEAN CE STANDARD
LIFETIME WARRANTY
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